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Presentation Notes
Introductions: CTO/SCOutline: Informal; more of a discussionAudience: what do you want out of today? Any pain points? Anyone new? 
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The library is committed to student learning and academic teaching and research success. 

The library works closely with stakeholders across the university in strategic partnerships to 
enhance the student experience and improve teaching and research outcomes. 

We also strive to be a exemplar in everything we do.

What do we do?
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 Embed discipline specific research skills development into curriculum

 Always in collaboration with teaching staff

 Constructively aligned to subject and course Intended Learning Outcomes (ILOs)

– Align to Graduate Cap: Inquiry & Analysis

 Work with LTLT - pedagogical approach that the university takes

 Cross-campus team of librarians aligned to a discipline area 

 We will also help you to resource your subjects

 Undergraduate to PG by Coursework subjects 

 More information: www.latrobe.edu.au/library/teaching-support

Learning & Teaching Partnerships

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Learning & teaching Partnerships collaborate with teaching staff to embed information and digital literacies skill development into the curriculum. These are constructively aligned to subject and course ILOs. The subjects supported are undergraduate to postgraduate by coursework. 

http://www.latrobe.edu.au/library/teaching-support
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 Assessment Help Guides- bespoke subject online guide 
supporting students assessment 

– https://latrobe.libguides.com/oct4ecp/

 Research quizzes/assessments – built in LMS

 eLearning Showcase: https://www.lib.latrobe.edu.au/elearning/

 Interactive classes- learning activities aligned to the curriculum 

– Practising searching in pairs/single and developing search strategies; 
activities around search limiters

– Kahoot – quizzes (competitive)- for reviewing class content 

 Achieve@Uni – 267,699 views in 2019-
http://latrobe.libguides.com/achieve

 eBureau

Some examples

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Examples

https://latrobe.libguides.com/oct4ecp/
https://www.lib.latrobe.edu.au/elearning/
http://latrobe.libguides.com/achieve
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 Beneficial for students’ experience and learning outcomes 

 Pooling of expertise at LTU, experts in information and some digital literacies

 Share the ‘Academic workload’ - librarians can contribute to the subject delivery and 
content

 Working across organisations to achieve common goals

 Librarians are moving into creating and transferring knowledge areas- changing roles

 Changing higher education landscape, all under more pressure

 Exploit a great resource

Why collaborate with librarians?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Why we love to collaborate?Collaboration is the critical linchpin in our role and our success in achieving the library’s goalsWe learn a lot from working closer with academic staffWe know that it leads to improved student learning experiences and outcomes & retentionStudents learn to do research and become life long learners = satisfaction of helping students (and academic staff to achieve their goals)
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Digital literacies

“Digital literacies are the capabilities required to 
live, learn and work in a digital world.”

- La Trobe Digital Literacies Framework

Digital literacy means “mastering ideas, not 
keystrokes”

- Bawden (2008)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SC:One area we can collaborate in is digital literacies, which I’m going to define as…Employers and communities have high expectations for graduate digital capabilities – but this isn’t systematically embedded into curriculum, tends to be ad-hocSomething much more than technical mastery. Bawden. Reflective, cognitive, creative, ethical, and critical approach to technologiesLibrary has worked with partners across the university to develop an agreed approach to developing digital literacies, both for academics & staff as well as embedding them into curriculum for studentsCulminated in the DL framework

https://www.latrobe.edu.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0012/1078986/digital-literacies-framework-20191010.pdf
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
SC: Wide range of diverse literacies – digital information, data, media, identities, and collaborationExamples of how the Library can help you build digital fluency into curriculum or your own learning & teaching practicesAssignments that encourage digital creativity – filming themselves, recording a mock podcast, creating a video.Consequences of uploading or publishing digital creations or work on YouTube or online portfoliosModule on social media and your digital identity – help students to reflect on using LMS discussion boards, using Twitter professionally or for learning, distinguishing personal vs professional digital identitiesUnderstanding where to find peer reviewed sources from digital Library databases, critically appraising web sources, how to reference both traditional sources and newer digital medias
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Publish with 
the eBureau
• Library as publisher

• High-quality, peer reviewed ebooks

• Fully open access

• Repurpose existing course content

• Support online and blended learning

• Student equity and engagement

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SC: Publishing service and platform we’ve built where we…Work with academics to publishOften repurpose existing course content into ebook formatWe provide services aroundBook cover designCopyright checking for compliance in relation to images, videos, and sourcesManuscript and content editingOrganise peer reviewPromote and advocate for these books to communities, institutions, academics, and studentsStudent equity and engagementSuccessful – we’ve published ten titles so far, from…to…Adopted by other universities and institutions, even American – Pennsylvania State University
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https://library.latrobe.edu.au/ebureau/

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SC* Tour to get a sense of visuals and interactive nature 

https://library.latrobe.edu.au/ebureau/
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Reading Lists 
 One list of resources for students

 Excellent for foundation years (scaffolding skills)

 Structure list for students use

 Students access via LMS; mobile friendly

 Ensures library has copies and copyright management (by library) 

 New simpler edit view: edit and publish in real time

More information: www.latrobe.edu.au/library/teaching-support/reading-lists

http://www.latrobe.edu.au/library/teaching-support/reading-lists
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Information Literacy Matrix

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The connection at present is the University’s Information Literacy Framework with an associated procedure. In short, it’s the tool where the ILOs for information literacy live.  If you haven’t seen this before or haven’t visited it in a while, let’s do a bit of a tour.  It includes standards, ILOs and capability levels.Ask the group- what levels sit with what year level?�It answers the question: what skills are essential for successful academic research at various levels of university?For undergraduates:In first year – what IL skills should students have the opportunity to learn, to successfully complete their studies at that level – see FoundationIn the middle of a course – “ – see ConsolidatingAt the end of a course – “ – see ProficientFor postgraduates – see AdvancedThe associated procedure outlines a method to ensure that all students have the opportunity early in their course to begin to develop these skills.  Information literacy skills will be further developed throughout the undergraduate and postgraduate years in a discipline-specific way in collaboration with academic and other teaching and learning staff. This will be supplemented by optional library training and support programs, which students may access as needed.” We should look at the CAUL standards as well as the current Information Literacy Matrix, for review. �CAUL standards: http://archive.caul.edu.au/info-literacy/InfoLiteracyFramework.pdf 
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Stay in touch:
let’s go for a coffee

Caroline Ondracek
C.Ondracek@latrobe.edu.au

Steven Chang
S.Chang@latrobe.edu.au

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SC: EBureauDigital Literacies framework

mailto:C.Ondracek@latrobe.edu.au
mailto:S.Chang@latrobe.edu.au
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